• Song-themed • Play-Based • Multimedia • Multisensory

Jazzles Voconics
Lesson Plans
by Lesley Beth

‘Angry Alligator’
Lyrics activating a vocabulary of 58 Words in Connected Text,
43 different including 15 starting with the Amazing Letter A.
Group 1 Letters (a, m, t, s)

It’s astonishing!
Beginning with the intellectually and emotionally engaging ‘Angry Alligator’ Animation, these creative
Lesson Plans provide the scaffolding to deliver intuitive learning for confidently ‘OutSmarting’ Reading.
Supporting individual intelligences and all three learning styles (Visual, Aural and Kinesthetic), these cross
curricular Lesson Plans ensure every child, irrespective of developmental age, school readiness and
language skills, has many different ways to playfully develop Early Learning skills.

Multiple Means of Engagement.
Jazzy music, collective singing, colorful
animations and Interactive multimedia, create the
happy, laughter filled environment essential for
developmental learning. Now, just by following
these creative Lesson Plans, you’ll experience
true ‘whole class learning’ with more children than
ever before becoming intellectually, emotionally
and communicatively engaged - expressing
their thoughts and feelings - while developing the
essential skills of Speaking and Listening, Reading
and Writing, needed for success.

Cross-Curricular Themes.
Topics for discussion and inquiry prompted by
‘Angry Alligator’ include: space and space travel,
astronauts, geography, maps, world globe,
satellite mapping, apples and orchards, ants and
alligators, the different types of bullying, how to
handle bullying.

Supplemental Checklist
• Film footage or pictures of alligators, ants, Africa, America and bullying.
• Toys, puppets, models or stickers of apples, ants and alligators as well as a real apple!
• A world globe or map to locate Africa and America.
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See, Hear, Move, Sing and
Remember Everything!
‘Angry Alligator’ Animation

Children love to laugh at ridiculous situations. The antics
in this innovative Animation prove no exception when
the impossible delights and amuses! Watch eyes ‘light
up’ as the alligator is justifiably astonished by the tiny
ant’s resourcefulness after being bullied.
This animated song visually explains the lyrics including
facial expressions and body language. The alliterative,
‘Matching Captions’ highlight the initial letter ‘a’ where ever
it occurs so reinforcing its sound-letter relationships.
Combined with its ‘Matching Captions’, this Jazzles
Animation creates the intellectual and emotional
engagement for Intuitive Learning of Early Reading
Skills!

Start with Some Questions and Discussion.
• Show footage of alligators and share information

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts:
~ Reading:
Print Awareness, Phonics, Phonemic
Awareness, Vocabulary, Fluency,
Comprehension, Literature (main
points, sequence, cause and effects in
relationship).
~ Oral Language:
Listening and Speaking (Listen
with interest, singing, sharing ideas
in sentences), Group Interaction
(Show respect for others in verbal
communication).
~ Visual Literacy:
Interpret images in cartoons.
• Social Studies:
~ Civics: Listen to and respect others.
~ Geography: America, Africa.
• Science:
~ Life Science: Alligator, ant, apple.

about them.

•
•

Share what you know about ants.

•

This is the story of an alligator who bullied an African

How would you feel if you were a tiny ant and a huge
alligator came up to you?
ant - but the ant surprised the alligator!

•

Let’s watch it to see what happens.

Comprehension and Visual Literacy.
• At the beginning of the Animation, how do you think
the alligator was feeling?

•
•
•
•
•

How do you think the ant was feeling?

•
•

Did the alligator travel a long way as an astronaut?

•

Introduce the highlighted focus letter in the ‘Matching
Captions’.

How did the ant get help to solve its problem?
Why was the alligator astonished?
Can you show an astonished face?
Let’s look at a world globe or map and locate America
and Africa.

Let’s watch the Animation again and begin to learn
the lyrics.
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Performance with Purpose!
Fun with the Beat!
• Add percussion instruments and play along to the
•

beat!
Don’t forget to clap the performance!

Fun with Dance!
• Can you make up a dance routine to this music
holding silk ribbons?

Lyrics

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts: Reading:
Phonemic Awareness, Vocabulary,
Fluency, Comprehension.
~ Oral Language:
Listening and Speaking (singing, sharing
ideas), Group Interaction (Show respect and
consideration for others in communication)
• Performing Arts:
Music, Percussion, Drama, Actions, Dance and
performance appreciation.

Suggested Actions

On: ‘eat’

Children ‘snap shut’ extended straight arms
(imitate jaws closing).

On: ‘apple’

Make an apple shape with both thumbs and first
fingers.

On: ‘ants answered with his army’

Hands on hips, swing side to side.

On: ‘armed with arrows’

Draw back on an imaginary bow. Let go when
arrow sounds are heard.

On: ‘astonished alligator was an
astronaut’

Student joins straight arms above their head
and leans over a little to become the astronaut
(astonished faces), zooming up in to space.

Fun with Drama!
• Play this song and when you stop the music, call

•
•

out a feeling. For example: astonished, angry,
sad, frightened, etc.
Pretend to walk like an astronaut on the moon.
Role-play bullying situations and the way to
handle them. (Children are more likely to speak
up and get help for bullying if a strategy has been
rehearsed!)

Listening to music!
• Did you hear any sound effects apart from the

•
•

musical backing?
(Arrows swishing through the air and a ‘zooming
astronaut’ sound.)
Can anyone play the accordion?
Listen to some music featuring the accordion.
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Visuals, Vocals
and Vocabulary!
Using the illustrated LYRICS BOLD Page
This activity helps children learn sound-letter relationships
and new words in meaningful connected text.
With a color pen, children highlight/circle every word in
the lyrics starting with a/A. As they correctly identify a
word, praise them and say the word for them to repeat.
Explain ‘a’ does not always sound the same. Following
the lyrics, sing this song a few times and have fun!
There are some unfamiliar1 words in this song. Explain
these to ensure that children understand their meaning.
Those starting with a are highlighted in bold italic.
Other words worth explaining are: ‘brute’, ‘juicy’, ‘port’,
‘tea’, ‘unless’ and ‘we’ll’.

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts:
~ Reading:
Print Awareness, Phonics,
Phonemic Awareness, Vocabulary,
Fluency, Comprehension
~ Oral Language:
Listening, Speaking, Group Interaction.
~ Visual Literacy.
• Social and Personal Skills:
Working independently, choosing
interactive game, staying on task.
• Technology:
Mouse Control; One Click Play and Start;
One Click (left); Drag and Drop; Click for
Sound.

Word List:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

an
and
angry
alligator
African
ant
afternoon, afternoon tea
apple
answered
army
armed
arrows
attack
astonished
astronaut
airborne
American

Reinforce with Interactive Games:
Extend Phonemic Awareness, Listening, Spelling and
Vocabulary Skills by playing these Games: Jazzles
Matching, Jazzles Flap, Jazzles Listening and the selfcompetitive Jazzles Sweeper.

Source: Jazzles Blackline Masters

Lexical
1 Unfamiliar Words are words not usually found on lists of common
words for 4th graders and below - but children find them more interesting and memorable than simple words.

• Words in Connected Text - 58
• Different Words - 43
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Visuals, Vocals and Vocabulary

LEARNING SIGHT WORDS IS A SONG!
31 Sight Words are practiced every time the
‘Angry Alligator’ lyrics are seen and sung.
20 different - 4 above Primer Level.

Project printable Jazzles LYRICS Pages
on to your interactive whiteboard
for CLOZE activities.

Cloze Activities
Use the viewable and printable
Jazzles LYRICS Page to create
Cloze activities.

•

Target Sight Words featured in
the Jazzles LYRICS Page for
‘Angry Alligator’.
Or focus on nouns, verbs,
adjectives or contractions in
the LYRICS.
For ways of using Sight
Words to create individual or
collaborative class books, refer
to the section ‘Inspiring Early
Writing Skills’ of this Lesson
Plan (see: ‘Create a Simple
Book’).

•

•

Sight Words in ‘Angry Alligator’ lyrics featured in bold.

Using the Talking e-Book
for Sight Word Learning :
•

Place your mouse cursor
on individual sight words
to highlight and learn them
by hearing, seeing and
repeating them.

•

Children can also use
touchscreens to locate and
hear sight words.
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Alliterative Art and
Creative Craft!
Now for fun activities to learn the shape and sounds of the
letter ‘a’. Participation in Visual Arts activities develops
Non-Cognitive Skills including Cooperation, Sharing,
Staying on Task and Negotiation while developing
Communication and Phonemic Awareness.
Take your Jazzles CRAFT Page for a along with the
craft glue and ‘alliterative’ materials recommended
below, and start to collage an amazing, adorable,
astonishing ‘a’.
Use lots of alliterative, descriptive language to reinforce
this sound-letter relationship. For example: “That’s an
attractive, amazing, aluminum foil ‘a’!”

Ideas for Collage.
• Sing along to the song ‘Angry Alligator’ while
•

•

•
•

•
•

creating your a crafty letter.
Use aluminum, foil squares that have been cut
to size to fit neatly inside the lowercase letter ‘a’
outline.
Or collect apple seeds, and with strong glue, collage them inside the letter ‘a’. “What an amazing,
adorable, apple seed ‘a’!”
What about almonds or dried apple pieces?
Appetizing!
To use the Sense of Smell as a mnemonic for
letter-sound recall, add perfume, fragrant oils, or
herbs to the finished ‘collaged’ Letter! What about
aniseed or apple oil?
Decorate and color the images around the collaged
letter ‘a’.
Talk about the materials and images, especially
those that begin with ‘a’.

More Creative Activities.
• Draw, collage or paint an alligator or ant.
• Make an alligator or ant mask.
• Illustrate your favorite part of the song’s story.
• Make a 3-D model of an ant or an alligator using
recycled materials.

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts:
~ Reading:
Phonics, Phonemic Awareness (Initial
sound Fluency, Alliteration), Vocabulary
(extending), Fluency, Comprehension,
Print Awareness.
~ Oral Language:
Listening and Speaking (alliterative
descriptions, singing), Grammar usage:
(nouns, adjectives).
• Small Motor Skill Development:
Coloring, cutting, pasting.
• Visual Art/Creative Skills:
Collage, coloring, painting, selecting
materials.
• Social and Personal Skills:
Working independently, choosing
materials, staying on task for
approximately 15-20 minutes.
• Technology:
Paint tools, paint bucket, print and trash
functions.

U your amazing
Use
i
Jazzles
J l CRAFT Page
P
for
f the
h letter
l
‘a’ as a Header for your Word Bank. Attach a streamer
from the center, and staple word cards to it. Then hang
from the ceiling. This example has been completed
using 3-D apple stickers. The blank version is sourced
from Jazzles Blackline Masters.
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More Creative Literacy
• This ‘READ and COLOR’ Page uses images
familiarized from the Animation to prompt recall of
some key words from the song. Have the children
read the text aloud when they finish coloring.
• Use this activity to help children understand the
initial sound and word meanings though picture
association. •

Play the Interactive Coloring Game!
Developing digital skills becomes a creative
experience, as children use their computer skills
to access the Jazzles paint program.

SSource: JJazzles
l Bl
Blackline
kli Masters
M t

There are three ‘coloring’ images for each letter.
For the letter ‘a’, you can color ‘apple’, ‘ant’ and
‘ambulance’. This is coloring with purpose!
These Jazzles coloring activities in combination
with the palette options, extend children’s
imagination and creativity, as well as developing
their confidence for decision-making on color
combinations!

More Fun with the Letter.
•
•

•

Play I Spy with the letter ‘a’.
From a variety of lowercase Magnetic Letters,
(including several a’s), identify and group all
the a’s.)
Play Jazzles Flap Interactive Memory Game
for the letter ‘a’.

Apart from lots of fun, Jazzles Coloring helps
develop fine motor skills through the accuracy of the mouse
control needed to ‘fill’ some of the finer spaces.

Multisensory Letter Cards
Spell, Read and Write Word Fun!
Collage a Multisensory Letter to create a set
of tactile alphabet letter cards that contain
multisensory letter-sound clues of seeing,
touching, sometimes smelling and sometimes
even tasting.
Having practiced their oral skills of ‘blending’
and ‘segmenting’ (see ‘Phonemic Awareness
Activities’ in the following section), children can
have fun developing their Reading, Spelling and
Writing Skills by manipulating these tactile cards
for decoding, spelling words, then writing words.

Tactile Letters to Create Words to Read and Spell
Collage the smaller Jazzles Multisensory Letter card ‘a’
found in the Blackline Masters and begin making sets of
tactile alphabet cards for children to manipulate to create
words and practice their decoding and spelling skills. In
the example above, the letter ‘a’ is created from 3-D apple
stickers, aluminum foil (center) and dried apple chips (right).
For more ideas, see previous page - Alliterative Collage.
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Phonemic Awareness
Activities
Group 1 (a , m, t, s)

Children develop reading skills confidently when
they are relaxed using familiar words. So some of
the following activities incorporate words used in
the Jazzles lyrics.

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts:
~ Reading:
Phonemic Awareness, Vocabulary,
Phonics.
~ Oral Language:
Listening and Speaking. (Phonemic
Awareness Activities)

All the activities1 are oral. Model and pace them
to the readiness of your class. Only extend the
learning when children are confident to do so!
Make it just a few minutes at a time! Short, snappy
and fun!
Note: ‘a’ is the first letter learned in Group 1 (a, m,
t, s). For this reason there are limited Phonemic
Awareness activities to practice.
For the purpose of these ‘skill-development’
activities, use the /a/ phoneme as in an ‘apple’ and
‘alligator’ from the Jazzles ‘Angry Alligator’ Song.

1. Phoneme Isolation:
‘What is the first sound in.?’
• alligator, apple, ant
• angry, African, an
• astronaut, and, arrow
• actions, at, atom
• astronomy, avocado, am
Playing ‘I Spy’ assists learning this skill!

2. Phoneme Categorization:
‘Which word doesn’t start with the same sound as
the others?’
• an, eat, ant
• alligator, apple, plan
• juicy, African, and
• an, in, am
1 Based on a recommended structure from the National
Institute For Literacy.
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Writing Rhythm!
Are you ready to practice writing the letter ‘a’?

Fun ‘Air Writing’ Practice

1

Demonstrate how to write this letter using the correct
formational order. Have children stand, and with large
arm movements2, model the letter formation by ‘writing’ it
in the air. Before repeating the formation, have children
take one step to the right 3.
Use one or more of the following:
• Demonstrate this letter formation by modeling the
letter inside the letter outline featured on the Jazzles
CRAFT Page. (Ideal for an electronic whiteboard)

•

Write the lowercase letter while singing along to this
rhythmic chant as the Jazzles backing music plays.
Begin the ‘chant’ after the musical introduction and
continue to repeat the ‘singing chant’ as the letter is
‘air-written’.

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts:
~ Reading:
Print Awareness, Phonics,
Phonemic Awareness.
~ Oral Language:
Listening and Speaking, Group
Interaction.
~ Writing:
Usage and Mechanics (Handwriting upper and lower case letters, recording
words, writing name)

• Small Motor Skill Development:
Modeling, writing, coloring.
• Visual Art:
Painting, modeling, drawing.

• Social and Personal Skills:
Working independently/cooperatively,
staying on task.

• Social Studies:
~ Civics: Work, play cooperatively, show
respect for others.

CHANT: “Backwards, down around and up and
then – straight down!” Repeat.
Before repeating, take one step to the right.

•

•

Sing the Jazzles song, and while holding a silk
ribbon, model the letter in the air to the rhythm of
the music.
Encourage children to write their name on any
worksheet they complete.

1. Access the appropriate Handwriting Style or use the Jazzles guides
above.
2 Explicit teaching and correct formational practice helps prevent
awkward handwriting habits.
3 Kinesthetic reinforcement of ‘Left to Right directionality’ of
English Writing.
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Upper Case Letter ‘A’
•

At the start of the ‘Angry Alligator’ Animation, watch
the Blue Band Animation as Bizz and Buzz create
the upper case letter ‘A’.

•

Write the uppercase letter in the air and on an
electronic whiteboard, demonstrating the correct
formational order.
Children follow as you demonstrate.
Do you know any names starting with the letter

•
•

‘a’?
•

~ Write these names.
Think of alliterative adjectives to describe the
person -.e.g. ‘Adorable, amazing, attentive Annie.’

Lots of Playful Practice.

A powerful Mnemonic enabling children to learn Capital
Letter shapes with ease. Ask for volunteers to form the
shape on the floor. Great fun for everyone and Kinesthetic
learners in particular.

As well as learning how to write the letter shape, the
following activities also develop Fine Motor Skills necessary for Handwriting.
Have children practice with ‘rainbow writing’1 inside
the ‘letter outline’ on an individual copy of the Jazzles
CRAFT Page.

•

•

Paint the letter ‘a’ using a paintbrush and colorful
paints.
Write the letter in wet or dry sand.
Write letter ‘a’ on a variety of colored paper using
various interesting crayons or pens. (Glitter pens
are fun!)
Use a big, wet paintbrush and paint a/A shapes on
a wall, pavement or fence. Outside, of course!
Model letter a/A shapes, using apple green play

•

dough or other ‘modeling’ materials.
Model an apple, an ant or an alligator to match your

•
•

•

modeled letter.

1 Repeated writing in multiple colors – pencils, crayons,
glitter pens etc.
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‘JAZZLEOKE’
Building Reading Confidence
Jazzles Karaoke combines all three learning styles –
visual, auditory and kinesthetic learning.
Research
shows that musical and phonemic processing interact –
benefiting attention span, comprehension and memory.
Singing along to Jazzles ‘Matching Captions’, transforms
the usual passive-observation role of screen exposure
into interactive conscious and subconscious learning.

Performances with Purpose.
Becoming a ‘JazzleOke’ star is a major motivation.
Microphone in hand, students take turns singing-along
to the Jazzles Karaoke ‘Matching Captions’ complete
with Backing Music. Benefits go beyond developing
vocabulary, comprehension, fluency and Concepts
About Print - because when children know a word and
are then asked to use it in a phonological awareness
exercise; they find the task easier than if they had to use
an unfamiliar word.

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts:
~ Reading:
Print Awareness, Phonics Phonemic
Awareness, Vocabulary, Fluency,
Comprehension
~ Oral Language:
Listening and Speaking (Singing), Group
Interaction (respectful communication)
• Visual Art/Creative Skills
Making masks, props, costumes, select
materials, express thoughts.
• Performing Arts:
Karaoke, dance, drama, percussion and
appreciating performances.
• Social and Personal Skills:
Work independently or cooperatively in
a group to solve problems and complete
a task.
• Social Studies:
~ Civics: Work/play cooperatively; show
respect and listen to others.

Developing Non-Cognitive Skills and Talents.
Inspired performances include backing singers,
costumes and dressing-up, dramatized with props,
lighting and masks. This gives many opportunities for
children to find their strengths and develop skills such
as filming, directing, script writing, sound engineering,
creating backdrops, lighting and editing.

JAZZLEOKE FRIDAY’
Group Performance Ideas!
• Singing the song as a dramatic
performance on stage!
• One person dresses in an alligator
costume and mask.
• Another dresses as an ant (including an ant
mask).
• Another sings the narrator’s part of the song.

JJazzles
l Karaoke
K
k uses Backing
B ki Music
M i with
i h progressively
i l
colored ‘Matching Captions’.

JazzleOke Friday! Finish the week on a high
note. You’ll never be short of volunteers. It’s one
‘routine’ everyone will look forward to!
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Inspiring Early Writing Skills
Using Jazzles STORYBOARD Page and
Animation for Creative Writing

Apart from writing ideas generated from personal life
experiences and news events, Jazzles ‘Angry Alligator’
Animation can be the inspiration for imaginative and
exciting writing ideas.
Emergent Writing will begin with drawing and writing
attempts that children explain, but the Jazzles illustrated
STORYBOARD Page with its colorful image can be
an engaging tool for modeling writing with its writing
conventions. Projected on an electronic whiteboard, it is
the blank canvas for many scenarios. For an engaging
introduction, watch the Animation.

Prompt by Generating Discussion:
•
•
•
•

Who/ what is in the picture?
What is happening? Why?
What is the alligator thinking?
How is the alligator feeling?

Children compose their ideas. Once agreed upon,
dictated sentence/s (Matching Captions) are modeled
using a sentence/s with capitals and punctuation where
appropriate. When children have developed the skills,
they can copy and illustrate, then read their story.

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts:
~ Writing Process:
Create, dictate and write for
a purpose. (Modeled Writing, shared
writing, journal writing). Read completed
writing to others.
~ Grammar Usage and Mechanics:
Generate temporary spelling. Trace, copy
words. Print name.
~ Reading:
Phonics, Phonemic Awareness,
Vocabulary (including focus sight words),
Comprehension and Fluency.
~ Oral Language:
Listening and Speaking (Sing, share ideas
and read to a friend or adult)
Group Interaction: Show respect for
others in verbal communication.
~ Visual Literacy:
Interpret and evaluate images.
• Small Motor Skill Development:
Hold and use pencils/ crayons.
• Social and Personal Skills:
Work independently or cooperatively in
pairs or a group. Stay on task to complete.
• Visual Art/Creative Skills:
Create illustrations for Creative Writing.

Inspired by this image from the Jazzles Animation,
an imaginative but totally different story idea could be
invented. But for those children needing ‘safe’ scaffolding
to engage them in the writing process, the familiar story
provides an active vocabulary base.
Print copies of Jazzles STORYBOARD Blank Pages for
writing, illustration and assessment samples. Children
can access words from their collaboratively generated
Word Bank, Word Wall or Jazzles DICTIONARY pages.

Source: Jazzles Blackline Masters
(color and grayscale).
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Create a Simple Book.
Individual or collaborative books can be illustrated with
drawings, cut out images or computer generated images.
The books can include illustrated and titled front cover
(with Author/Illustrator) and back cover to reinforce
conventions of books. These can be shared and read to
others.
Create a simple ‘A Book’ using repetitive sentence
structure and targeting focus Sight Words. Pages could
be:
• That is an astronaut.
• That is an apple.
• That is an ant.
• That is an acrobat. (Or: ambulance, anaconda etc.)
OR
• I eat apricots. (Or: apples; almonds; avocados; etc.)

Other Genres.
The ‘Angry Alligator’ Animation facilitates a natural
segway for discussion and research into ants, alligators,
archery, space travel and fruit (apple). A mini unit about
any of these subjects could include research using the
library and the internet, and conclude with a labeled
illustration (parts of an ant) or an information report.
An excursion to the zoo to see alligators, to a fruit
market, space/astronomy exhibits, or an apple orchard
can be the stimulation for activating new vocabulary for a
collaborative ‘Recount’.
Note: The blank STORYBOARD Page can be used for
an assessment sample of a child’s imaginative writing,
handwriting and visual arts abilities.

Print a Jazzles DICTIONARY Page for each child to
record learned words alphabetically. Start with the
familiarized words from this song’s lyrics. NOTE:
DICTIONARY Pages can be collated to create a
personal dictionary to access words to use when
writing.
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Activating Early Reading
Skills
Using Jazzles Lyrics
Watching the ‘Angry Alligator’ Animation once or twice
a day, practicing and visually experiencing the lyrics
often in the ‘Matching Captions’ and interactive Jazzles
games, gives children the confidence to attempt the
transition to ‘reading’ this well internalized vocabulary in
its printed or interactive version.

Developing Early Reading Skills:
• The LYRICS Page can be used as a teaching tool

•

to demonstrate Concepts About Print, Fluency and
the use of punctuation for expression. Children
can point to the familiarized words on the Jazzles
LYRICS Page as they sing. For this activity, children
sing along without any audio backing, so they can
find their own pace to accurately match oral words
to the corresponding printed word (One to One
Correspondence) and practice directionality (Leftto-Right Tracking and Return Sweep).
Jazzles interactive Talking Books provide children
with modeled reading of the familiar text (the learned
lyrics). While inspiring individual, fun reading
practice, intuitive connections are being continually
made as children learn at their own individual pace.

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts:
~ Reading:
Print Awareness, Phonemic Awareness,
Phonics, Vocabulary, Fluency,
Comprehension.
~ Oral Language:
Listening and Speaking (Talking Books,
follow directions), Group Interaction:
(Show respect and consideration in
communication)
~ Visual Literacy:
Interpret visual images that represent
meaning.
• Small Motor Skill Development:
Tracing, cutting, pasting, coloring.
• Visual Art: Painting, Coloring.
• Social and Personal Skills:
Working independently to complete a
task.
• Technology: Mouse Control; Left
Click, Drag and Drop , Click for Speech.

MENU ICONS: Talking Books - ‘Reading’ and ‘Lyrics’ Options’

•

Jazzles Reading prompts children to ‘listen again’
to individual words or pages. The modeled reading
demonstrates the transformation of sung lyrics
into oral text. Encourage children to read along –
aloud! This is ideal for ELL children struggling with
pronunciation and intonation.

Source: Jazzles Blackline Masters.
Use this version of the Lyrics Page with no
bold lettering to create CLOZE Passages.
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Interactive Book for Reading:
Use this new BIG BOOK option (illustrated top right) for
children to hear modeled reading that demonstrates:
• Left to Right Tracking and Return Sweep.

•
•
•

One-to-One Correspondence.
Phrasing and Expression.
Use of Punctuation.

Interactive Lyrics Game:
This game consolidates ‘Comprehension of Vocabulary’
as children enjoy matching words and phrases to meaning
- then hear them as modeled reading. (Fluency)
• Using drag and drop, children substitute pictures for
words as well as words for pictures.
• This develops skills at word-picture associations and
so increases children’s Sight and Oral Vocabulary.
• Most other ‘word-picture’ resources concentrate on
nouns (for example ‘apple’). But using the ‘drag and
drop’ function in this carefully designed Interactive
‘Lyrics Game’, children develop understanding of
the verbs and adjectives based on associations between images and familiarized text. (For example
‘eat’, ‘angry’)

Jazzles ACTIVITY Page: Source: Jazzles Blackline
Masters
• Children read, identify, write, draw, color, cut
and paste to demonstrate their knowledge and
comprehension.
• Children read out the completed worksheet.

Note: Print Awareness
Concepts About Print that children need to know:
• Where to begin reading.
• Left to Right Tracking and Return Sweep.
• The difference between a picture and print.
(Print carries a message)
• The concepts of a letter, word and sentence.
• One to One Correspondence.
• The order of letters in words is important.
• The concept of first and last part of a word, sentence
or story.
• First and last letter of a word.
• Upper and Lower case letters have a purpose.
• Different punctuation marks have meaning.
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Extending the Fun!
ENGAGING MULTISENSORY
ACTIVITIES
More Drama!
•
•
•

•

Dramatize this song using costumes, masks or
puppets and make a video.
Pretend to be an ant or an alligator.
Show a variety of facial expressions to represent;
angry, astonished, happy, excited, sad, frightened,
surprised.
Pretend to be an astronaut walking on the moon.

More Things to Discuss:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The characteristics of alligators and ants - especially
the size difference.
Opposites: large and small, morning and afternoon.
Astronauts and space travel.
Archery.
The various types of bullying, and strategies to
handle and prevent bullying.
How to resolve arguments.

More Ideas!
•
•

•

Visit an airport or space centre.
Study ants. Look in books, watch videos or research
the Internet.
Cook with apples, apricots, almonds, asparagus or
avocado. (Enjoy eating your recipes!)
Locate countries starting with A on a globe or map.
Study life cycles of alligators or ants.
Visit a zoo to see alligators.
Try mapping Africa, America, Australia or Asia.
Have an Afternoon Tea Party.
Watch films and find out information about various
types of airplanes.
Watch some acrobats.

•

Living Creatures: Albatross, anaconda, anteater.

•

Foods: Almonds, asparagus, apricots, avocado.

•

Math Vocabulary: Add, addition, acre, amount,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum Areas
• Language Arts:
~ Reading:
Print Awareness, Phonemic
Awareness, Phonics, Vocabulary, Fluency,
Comprehension, Literature (fact/fiction),
Research and Information (Select and
access sources for information)
~ Oral Language:
Listening and Speaking, Group
Interaction
~ Visual Literacy:
Interpret and evaluate images.
• Visual Art/Creative Skills:
Cooking, craft, painting, drawing, making
masks, props, costumes, puppets,
sculpture, diorama, mapping.
• Small Motor Skill Development:
Craft, modeling, cutting etc.
• Performing Arts:
Sing, dance, drama, mime, actions,
puppet shows, percussion, performances
and appreciating performances.
• Social and Personal Skills:
Excursions, sport, games, cooking,
working/playing independently or
cooperatively in group.
• Social Studies:
~ Civics: Work/play cooperatively;
respect and listen to others.
~
Geography: Countries in the world.
• Technology:
Using the computer to research
information.
• Science:
~ Life Science:

Plants and animals, life cycles.
~ Earth/Space Science

Earth, weather, seasons, conservation.
• Math:
(Various concepts)

average, area, angle, abacus.

•

Countries: Africa, Austria, Australia, Angola,
Albania, Afghanistan, Arabia, Antigua, Antarctica,
Argentina.
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Suggested Order for Letter-Sound Teaching
This research based order ‘fast tracks’ children’s ability
to decode words earlier rather than later. The order
facilitates teaching phonemic skills by combining groups
of consonants and one (1) vowel. It introduces more
useful letters first, separating letters that are visually
or auditorily confusing (e.g. ‘b’ and ‘d’), and most
importantly, focuses on the most common ‘sound’ for
each letter. Once children have confidently learned all
Group 1 letter-sounds, they can be taught to manipulate
phonemes to make words.
Group 1 (a, m, t, s)
After learning Group 1, blend to make words like:
am, at, mat, sat, etc.
Group 2 (i, f, d, r)
Blend Group 1 and Group 2 to make words like:
if, it, did, dad, rat, fat, sit, etc.
Group 3 (o, g, l, h)
Blend Groups 1, 2 , and 3 to make words like:
log, got, had, hit, lots, etc.
Group 4 (u, c, b, n)
Blend Groups 1 to 4 to make words like:
and, in, tin, bin, an, big, us, can, not, bag,
hug, etc.
Group 5 (k, v, e, w, j)
Blend Groups 1 to 5 for lots of simple words like:
went, jog, kid, vet, wet, van, etc.
Group 6 (p, y, x, q, z)
Now easily blend lots of simple words like:
pet, yet, yes, next, jump, box, zip etc.

Why this Order.
•

•

•

•

Splitting letters into six (6) Groups prioritizes
learning letters by their frequency as the first
letter in the spelling of our 100 most important
book words.
Learning letters in a group of a vowel and
consonants enables children to begin early the
skill of blending letter-sounds to make words.
Gives space between learning letters with similar
sounds that confuse children. For example:
b/d/p
e/i
m/n
To distance learning letters with similar shapes:-

d / b and p / q
• Each Group allows for combinations of lettersounds that can be used to build many words
easily and quickly.
Notes:
Group 1 letters are the ‘first letters’ in 36% of the top
100 words found in adult and children’s book. These
100 words enable children to understand just under
50% of such books. These 100 words, include the
16 most important words that unlock understanding to
around 25% of such texts. Of these 16 words, Jazzles
Group 1 letters start 50% of them.
But what about ‘e’?
Letters like j, k, q, r and z form 0%, but you might be
surprised to find ‘e’ features only once as an initial
letter (‘eat’ - a word in the Jazzles lyrics) on the Dolch
List for Pre-K to G1, or the more contemporary Solity
Word List.

Extensions:
• Sounding s/a/t or changing /s/ for /p/ to make ‘pat’.
• Or hearing the word ‘fat’ and being able to ‘hear’
the 3 individual phonemes f/a/t.
Called ‘blending’ and ‘segmentation’, these are two of
the most important phonemic awareness skills children
can learn.
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Description and Usage of the Multimedia Resources
For Interactive Whiteboards, Touch Screens and Computers

Jazzles Animation
For the initial familiarization to song-themed Jazzles
Voconics and its Lesson Plans, teacher and children
first view the Animation and then on a second viewing,
join in with collective singing. This is followed by
discussion and sharing experiences about the concepts
in the song, based on the directions contained in the
Lesson Plans . You can click the ‘Play Again’ button
for a repeat performance. Each time you do this, you’ll
find children adding actions as they sing along!
Use the Pause* function to focus on facial
expressions, actions, words, phonemes, parts of
speech and punctuation, etc.

Matching Captions.
Screen Shot from ‘Animation’. The initial letter ‘Oo’
is highlighted in the Jazzles Matching Captions.

Jazzles ‘Karaoke’
This develops print concepts and reading confidence
with children having fun singing karaoke style!
Every time children sing along and track the words in
the Matching Captions on screen, they are using all
three learning styles while engaging both their left and
right brain as they experience ‘reading’ vocabulary in
context.
Slot a weekly JAZZLEOKE Time! It’s a great way to
develop expressive reading language with confident
delivery! You will notice a developing vocabulary and
fluency almost immediately!
Just in the Angry Alligator song, there are 58 total
words, 42 different words and 17 words beginning with
the letter ‘a’. Lexical information is contained in each
letter’s Lesson Plans.

‘Matching Captions Karaoke’.
Screen Shot from ‘Karaoke’ featuring Matching
Captions with word by word highlighting, in time
with the ‘music only’ backing tracks and melody
line.

By observing the various, animated characters in
these cartoons, children will develop their skills of
expressive language, including understanding the
concept of ‘Augmentative Communication’ (adding
facial expressions, signs and gestures) to extend their
existing ways of communication.
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Use of the ‘Pause’ Feature
Left mouse click with cursor on the image.
Use the ‘pause’ function to explain concepts such as
left-to right tracking, expressions or the cross-curriculum concepts covered in each Animation.
For ‘Angry Alligator’, this includes such topics as space
and space travel, unfamiliar words like ‘airborne’ and
‘astronauts’, geography, maps, world globe, satellite
mapping, apples, ants and how tell an alligator from a
crocodile!
F A
For
Animations
i ti
and
d Karaoke,
K
k use th
the P
Pause ffeature.
t
All
the Animations and Karaoke begin with the ‘Blue Band’
performing ‘acrobatics’ to create upper-case letters.
During this period, the mouse cursor on the movie is static.
Once the main Animation begins the cursor becomes
active. At this stage just left click and the movie will pause.
Click again and it will restart.

This Animation also humorously introduces the concept of bullying, different types of bullying and how children should handle bullying. No wonder it absorbs the
boys!
Perfect for Group Leaning.

Use for reading strategies such as Previewing Text, Directed
Inquiry Activity, Anticipation Guides and After Reading
Strategies including developing recall skills (etc.).

Jazzles Talking Books
Develops reading fluency after the lyrics have been
memorized. The book also demonstrates how an
experienced reader adds expression and intonation
to make reading sound interesting!
Use Jazzles Talking Books to demonstrate:

•
•

•
•

Left to Right Tracking.
One-to-One Correspondence. (Matching one
spoken word to one written word in the text
when reading.)
Phrasing and Expression.
Punctuation - use of periods, commas, quotation
marks and question marks.

Amazing how easy it all becomes!
For Group Learning
To develop Reading Fluency, watch and listen to the
modeled reading. Then encourage all children to participate in choral reading. With their confidence built,
individuals can volunteer to read along aloud to others
and be rewarded with praise and applause from their
peers.

Talking Books – ‘Reading’.
Use these features when you turn pages:
• Listen Again – word by word modeled
pronunciation. Place your mouse cursor on
a specific word to hear the word pronounced
again.

•

Listen/Read Again – full text. Click ‘speaker’
image below ‘Next’ Arrow on bottom right of
each screen page.

Note: This module is ideal for English Learners.
It is stress free practicing of pronunciation without
embarrassment or anxious feelings!
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Jazzles Lyrics
Use this drag and drop game to take the ‘drill and
kill’ out of learning rapid word recognition skills! It
develops children’s skills at word-picture associations
so increasing their Sight and Oral Word Vocabulary.
Note: Most ‘word-picture’ resources develop just
nouns (for example ‘apple’), but this Jazzles ‘Lyrics’
game builds associations between the images in the
Animations with the verbs and adjectives used in the
Matching Captions. For example ‘eat’ and ‘angry’.
For Group Learning
Teacher introduces this for group learning enabling
children to understand the substitutions of images
and text. The group select the appropriate image or
word. If correct, they will hear modeled reading of
the completed sentence. Children then take turns
managing the cursor or using the touch screen.

Talking Books – ‘Lyrics’.
Screen from Talking Books ‘Lyrics’ featuring:

•

Listen Again – line text. More modeled
reading! When the page is completed, a
‘speaker’ appears on each main line. Click the
speaker to hear the line repeated.

•

Mouse Skills: Develops click, hold down, drag,
drop and release skills.

Jazzles Matching
Using the mouse, drag an ‘elastic’ link from the word to
the picture. Each correct match prompts the spoken
word, and more ‘modeled’ pronunciation! Get it wrong
and the elastic link springs back!
For Group Learning
A child or teacher controls the mouse. Click on the
picture. The group calls out the name and on a correct match, they hear the word again.
This introduction to the Matching game helps children build familiarity with nearly all new and useful
words to those in the lyrics - many that should be
introduced to children earlier than is the current practice. Examples include: airport, ambulance, doctor,
nurse, cashier, etc.
Once familiarity is established let children take turns
using the mouse or touch screen.

Games – ‘Matching’.
Screen from Jazzles ‘Matching’ featuring:
• Word to picture associations.
• Modeled reading!
• Modeled pronunciation.
• Mouse Skills: Develops click, hold down,
drag, drop and release skills.
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Jazzles Listening
In this ‘archery themed’ game, children listen to a
randomly presented word starting with the focus letter
(in this case ‘a’) as the 4 image options pop up. Clicking
the cursor on the image determines when the choice
is correct after which another word is ‘broadcast’. The
game develops Listening, Oral, Visual and Digital
Skills.
More Modeled Reading and Pronunciation!
From
‘airport’ to ‘air-conditioner’, from ‘jeans’ to ‘jeep’, from
‘cat’ to ‘credit card’ from ‘microwave’ to ‘pavement’, to
‘police’, to ‘vending machine’ and ‘x-ray’, these games
(from A-Z), feature over 500 words presented orally
and visually.
For Group Learning
The teacher or a child controls the mouse. When the
word is heard the group repeats it. They then call out
‘yes’ or ‘no’ when the cursor is placed on one of the
images, or take turns with the touch screen. Develops listening skills while Introducing cumulatively
hundreds of word/picture associations additional to
those in the lyrics.

Games – ‘Listening’
•
•

•

Screen from Jazzles ‘Listening’ featuring
‘Modeled’ words and picture discrimination.
Randomization of play means frequent repetition
of modeled listening and opportunities to build
vocabulary playing a word-image computer
game!
Features hundreds of contemporary words!

Jazzles Flap
This Word/Picture Matching Memory Game
develops concentration, listening, observation and
initial letter/word/picture associations
For Group Learning
There are two versions of this game – match ‘picture
to picture’ or ‘word to picture’. Play a boys’ team
versus a girls’ team or mixed teams with the teacher
tallying the score over several games.
Each member of the team takes a turn to ‘match’
and earn a point for their team. Everyone must focus
and concentrate to recall a match when their turn
comes. All the content is based on the appropriate
alphabet letter – in this case the letter ‘O’.
Practice! Children may click the card many times
before getting it right. So it’s repetitive practice - but
boring it’s not!!

Games – ‘Flap’.
Screen from Jazzles ‘Flap’ featuring:
• Spatial memory development.
• Listening in conjunction with Word to Picture
associations.
• Modeled reading/pronunciation!
• Introduces many new words.
• Mouse Skills: Develops click, hold down,
drag, drop and release skills.
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Jazzles Tracing
Each letter has three tracing game levels. The first
level connects 4 points (for example A, B, C, D), the
second connects 5 or 6 (for example A, B, C, D, E),
and the last connects 8 (for example A-H). When
the points are connected, the ’focus letter’ image
appears. For example, the screen shot on the right
becomes an ambulance. The game also reinforces
recognition of upper-case letters. The starting letter
varies, so building upper letter recognition skills as
well as the order of the alphabet! This game helps
children to associate lower and upper case letters in
order to word process.
For Group Learning. Children recite the alphabet and
slow down when the get to the sequence of letters on
the screen. A child ‘traces’ the letters of the alphabet
in order by joining the dots while the others watch and
help. The objective of this game is to help children
learn the order of the alphabet in a relaxed manner, as
well as hearing modeled pronunciation of each letter’s
name.

Games – ‘Tracing’.
•
•

•

Children use their mouse cursor to connect
letters in alphabetic sequence.
Each ‘letter name’ and its sound is heard as
it is connected and a line in the shape of the
end image appears. Correctly connecting
the dots results in ‘seeing’ the object as it is
named!
Over the series, all the A-Z letters are
represented with fun filled repetition.

Jazzles Puzzles
Jigsaws are important in developing problem solving
and spatial skills as well as eye-hand coordination,
visual discrimination, and (perhaps more in the
physical form), dimension, shape and number. Here
are a few ways to help children develop strategies for
successful completion:• Discuss the completed puzzle first! Click the
‘Help’ button top right, and you will see all the
puzzle pieces come together as a whole.

•

Now click the ‘Show Grid’ tab at top center of the
puzzle, and see the pieces outlined. Talk about the
strategies of using corner pieces, side pieces

and colors to help complete the jigsaw.

Games – ‘P
G
‘Puzzles’.
l ’
•
•

For Group Learning. Children take turns to complete
the jigsaw puzzle or participate in a competition
between 2 teams based on how fast each team
completes their jigsaw.

•
•

Three levels of difficulty – Easy (4 pieces),
Middle (9 pieces) and Hard (16 pieces).
Background music from the appropriate
song is played prompting children to recall
the lyrics (more practice) as the puzzle is
completed.
Modeled reading. When each puzzle is
completed, the appropriate text for the image
is read!
Mouse Skills: Develops click, hold down,
drag, drop and release skills.
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Building Technology Confidence.
Bonus Interactive Games!

Jazzles Coloring
Developing digital skills becomes a creative experience
as children use their computer skills to access the
Jazzles color palettes and resources.
There are three ‘coloring’ images for each letter.
Coloring with purpose!
These Jazzles coloring activities in combination with
the palette options, extend children’s imagination and
creativity as well as developing their confidence for
decision-making on color combinations!
The Puzzles are also designed to develop fine motors
skills through the mouse control accuracy needed to
‘fill’ some of the finer spaces.

Games – ‘Coloring’.
Screen from Jazzles ‘Puzzles’ featuring:
• Three different color palettes – each
featuring 12 choices (36 in total).
• Background music for relaxed coloring so
children happily sing/listen while recalling the
lyrics.
• Print function.
• Refresh function (click the bin).

Jazzles Word Sweeper
Children love to compete against themselves in this
brain teasing picture game. The objective is to score
as many points as possible within the 60 second time
allowance, by swapping adjacent images (up, down,
sideways but not diagonally) to form a line of three
identical images in a row.
Each time you score, the board ‘resets’, creating a new,
randomized picture board. Awareness of the time line
develops decision making skills, while also enabling
children to progressively improve their skills.
Word Sweeper features Images and words themed to
the appropriate alphabet letter and Introduces mostly
new words to those in the Jazzles lyrics.
Lots of fun while developing powers of observation,
concentration, visual discrimination, logical thinking
and decision making.

Games – ‘Word Sweeper’.
•
•

•

Click the ‘Start’ button and watch the board as
the images appear looking for an opportunity
to create three identical images in a row.
Click your cursor on the image piece that you
need to ‘remove’ and then click the image
next to it that will replace the removed image
and make a straight row of 3 identical images
vertically or horizontally (not diagonally), and
score.
Keep playing until you are timed out!
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Meet the Characters!
Previewing Letter ‘mM’ in Group 1
Most of the Jazzles Animations feature 5 characters Their names are designed to familiarize
children with the 5 vowels. Here are the characters that appear next in ‘My Melon’ - Animation,
Karaoke and Talking Books. Introduce each of them to the children by name.

Bizz

Tazz

Bozz

Buzz

Tezz
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Team Poster

Tazz

Jezz

Buzz
Bozz

Bizz
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